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Introduction {#sec001}
============

It has been hypothesized that the evolution of modern human cognition was catalyzed by the development of jointly intentional modes of behavior. That is, a high degree of collaborative behavior amongst early hominins relative to other great apes aided the development of the rich cognitive abilities found in modern humans. This is known as as the shared intentionality hypothesis \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref001]\] or the Vygotskian intelligence hypothesis \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref002]--[@pcbi.1004587.ref004]\]. Considerable experimental evidence suggests that from an early age (1--2 years), human infants outperform apes at tasks that involve collaborative activity \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref005], [@pcbi.1004587.ref006]\]. Specifically, human infants excel at joint action motivated by reasoning of the form "we intend to do X" (shared intentions \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref007]--[@pcbi.1004587.ref009]\]), as opposed to reasoning of the form "I intend to do X \[because he is doing X\]" (individual intentions).

Jointly intentional action pervades human existence, from the mundanity of you and your partner choosing a color of wallpaper for your house to the exquisite plays of your favorite sports team. Examples from the philosophy literature include painting a house \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref009]\], pushing a car \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref008]\], and even going for a walk together with another person \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref010]\]. Even in economics, the most individualistic of the social sciences, concepts that embody shared intentions, such as the 'firm' and the 'household', are routinely used as units of agency.

Just as rational choice makes individual intentions subject to optimality constraints at the individual level, logic suggests that shared intentions should be subject to optimality constraints at the collective level: if *we* are forming an intention, it should not be Pareto inferior to some other intention that we could form. It is relatively simple to incorporate such logic into dynamic models of behavior and there exists a recent literature in evolutionary game theory that does this \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref011]--[@pcbi.1004587.ref014]\]. However, the question of how and why this most ubiquitous of human traits---the ability to undertake jointly intentional behavior---would have emerged, is an open one for which no formal models currently exist, although it is natural to conjecture that an environment rich in coordination problems would be highly conducive to its emergence \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref015], [@pcbi.1004587.ref016]\].

Here we formally model the evolution of jointly intentional action and show under what conditions it is likely to emerge. Using a multi-level selection framework similar to \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref017], [@pcbi.1004587.ref018]\], we model competition between different bands of individuals, called *demes*. Within each deme, interactions of hunter-gatherers are modeled as coordination games \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref019]\] on a social network. The demes are engaged in a process of *cultural accumulation*: step by step, demes move up a technology ladder, gradually adopting new and better technologies. Within any given deme, the process by which a new technological norm takes over from an old one is familiar to the networks literature \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref020]--[@pcbi.1004587.ref025]\]. However, unlike these previous models, any given individual within a deme may be either of two types. *N type* individuals lack the ability to share intentions. Their behavior is individualistic and determined in a similar manner to the papers just cited. *SI type* individuals have the ability to share intentions and can adjust their choice of strategy in tandem with any of their neighbors to their mutual benefit.

The main results of the paper follow from the effects of jointly intentional behavior on the speed of convergence to improved technological norms. The insight we derive, by explicitly modeling techno-cultural advance, is to link technology adoption to the evolution of collaboration. The collaborative sharing of intentions can either speed or slow the adoption of new norms on a social network \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref014]\]. If the benefits from adopting new technologies or norms are low but positive, then widespread sharing of intentions within a deme slows the adoption of new technologies. These demes fall behind other demes and are selected against at an inter-demic level. Thus the collaborative sharing of intentions is selected against. Conversely, if the benefits from adopting new technologies or norms are high, such as may be the case during a period of rapid environmental change \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref026], [@pcbi.1004587.ref027]\], then widespread sharing of intentions within a deme speeds the adoption of new technologies. These demes gain a technological advantage over other demes and succeed at inter-demic competition. Shared intentionality evolves and rapidly becomes dominant in the population. This emergence of shared intentions at a time of significant technological advance is consistent with evidence that composite tool manufacture may have evolved roughly contemporaneously (∼ 300 ka) with grammatical language \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref028]\], the primary application of which is the facilitation of jointly intentional behavior. This concords with the 'cultural intelligence hypothesis' which suggests that socially learned culture has affected the evolution of cognitive traits \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref029], [@pcbi.1004587.ref030]\].

To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first paper to formally model the evolution of the ability to undertake jointly intentional behavior, although the work of Bacharach \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref031]\] makes tentative steps in this direction. Collaborative sharing of intentions directly alters *how* strategies are chosen, not *which* strategies are chosen, and although the former affects the latter, how it does so depends on circumstances. Pairs of individuals can and do collaborate to coordinate on both innovative and status quo technologies. This behavior is *mutualistic*, not altruistic or spiteful \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref032]\]. That is to say, when a pair of individuals undertakes jointly intentional activity, they *both* gain from doing so. Moreover, we look at coordination games, not prisoner's dilemmas, so there are no gains to be made from cheating. Hence, it may be considered remarkable that the ability to collaboratively share intentions can be strictly selected against. The reason that it can be selected against is that collaboration aids coordination at a local level, which in some circumstances can hinder the spread of innovative behavior across a social network. That is, the presence of collective agency at a pairwise or small group level may be detrimental to the progress of larger society. Thus a methodological implication of our model is that adaptive dynamics of norm selection driven by a behavioral rule \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref021], [@pcbi.1004587.ref033]\], together with the evolution of a trait that affects the behavioral rule, lead to interesting results, even when the trait in question is mutualistic.

The mutualistic nature of the collective optimizing behavior of the current paper places it firmly outside of the game theoretic literature on the evolution of cooperation. This latter literature studies how individuals come to play some non-individually optimal 'cooperative' action. There is no such action in the current study and no individual does anything other than optimize. This is the reason we are careful to refer to the behavior we study as *collaborative* rather than *cooperative*. Finally, we mention in passing that our agency-based concept of collaboration is very different to \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref034]\], where 'collaborative ability' directly affects fitness via a production function.

Model {#sec002}
=====

We summarize here the model. Details can be found in [S1 Supporting Information](#pcbi.1004587.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Following \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref017], [@pcbi.1004587.ref018]\], consider a metapopulation comprising *m* = 64 partially isolated subpopulations (called demes) of size *n* = 32 individuals. Each individual either has the ability to share intentions (type SI) or does not (type N). Time is divided into generations, each of which comprises *T* = 2000 periods. Individuals live for a single generation. Consider a given deme. At the start of a generation, the deme has achieved a level of technological/cultural sophistication *τ*. This will change as time passes, as will the share of SI and N types in the populations. That is, the model (summarized in [Fig 1](#pcbi.1004587.g001){ref-type="fig"}) is one of gene-culture coevolution.

![Model timing.\
**a:** Demes begin a generation with given technology and number of SI types. **b:** Interaction during a generation gives individual fitnesses and causes advances in deme technology (here, demes A and C increase their tech level). **c:** Some demes (here, deme B) face invasion by other demes (deme A). If the invading deme has higher technology, the invaded deme is eliminated and replaced by a replica of the invading deme (here, deme B is eliminated and replaced by deme D, a replica of deme A). **d:** Demes reproduce and populate the next generation via a finite population replicator dynamic (here, we see within-deme selection and genetic drift in demes A and D changing the number of SI types). **e:** Technology levels and number of SI types are carried forward into the next generation.](pcbi.1004587.g001){#pcbi.1004587.g001}

Within-deme interaction {#sec003}
-----------------------

The interaction structure within a deme is given by an undirected graph on the set of individuals in the deme. This is determined at the start of each generation, the idea being that for each individual there are a few individuals (the mean number, *d*, ranging from 4 to 8) with whom he has a high degree of interaction (relatives, friends, hunting partners) \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref035]--[@pcbi.1004587.ref037]\]. At any one time, any given individual plays one of two strategies, the 'old' technology, or a 'new' technology. For each neighbor who plays the same strategy as he does, he gains an interaction-payoff of either 1 (old-old) or *α* ~*τ*~ \> 1 (new-new). That is, his payoffs in each interaction are given by the coordination game in [Table 1](#pcbi.1004587.t001){ref-type="table"}. His payoff is then the average of his interaction-payoffs from each neighbor. *α* ~*τ*~ represents the within-deme relative fitness benefits of technology *τ* + 1 compared to technology *τ*.

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004587.t001

###### Payoffs to within-deme interactions, when the deme has current technology level *τ*.

*α* ~*τ*~ \> 1. Entries are interaction-payoffs of an individual whose strategy is given by the row when interacting with an individual whose strategy is given by the column.

![](pcbi.1004587.t001){#pcbi.1004587.t001g}

            **Old**   **New**
  --------- --------- -----------
  **Old**   1         0
  **New**   0         *α* ~*τ*~

Strategy updating {#sec004}
-----------------

Strategies are updated by single individuals but also by pairs of individuals who can share their intentions. A pair of players can only share intentions if both players in the pair are SI types and they are neighbors on the interaction graph. Each period within a generation, either one individual or one pair of individuals is randomly selected to update their strategy (see Section 2.1 in [S1 Supporting Information](#pcbi.1004587.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for precise details). An updating individual or pair of individuals plays a *coalitional better response*, adjusting their strategies so that by doing so they obtain payoffs at least as high as their current payoffs, holding the strategies of all the other individuals fixed \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref012], [@pcbi.1004587.ref014]\].

However, when any individual has the opportunity to update his strategy, he will with some small probability make a mistake and switch to a random strategy instead of to his intended strategy \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref033]\].

Note that, starting from from a state at which every individual in the population is playing 'old', even when a population contains no SI types, the 'new' strategy can still be adopted by individuals making mistakes. The neighbors of such mistake-making individuals may then be able to increase their own payoffs by switching to 'new'. In general, random mistakes, together with better responses, coalitional or individual, allow the spread of the 'new' strategy on the interaction graph.

Note that type (SI or N) does not dictate strategy choice, as it does in traditional evolutionary game theory \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref038], [@pcbi.1004587.ref039]\]. Neither does type affect any individual's preferences over profiles of strategies as it does in the literature on evolution of preferences \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref040]\]. What type does here is to alter, by enabling or disabling pairwise updating, the set of strategy profiles that can be reached by any given update without mistakes in strategy choice. Note that the SI type only affects behavior in the presence of other SI types and that the behavior manifested by pairs of SI types is mutualistic, in that both participants gain from it (in contrast to altruistic behavior \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref032], [@pcbi.1004587.ref041]--[@pcbi.1004587.ref043]\]).

Technology adoption {#sec005}
-------------------

Following strategy updating, payoffs for the current period are realized for all individuals. Following this, if the proportion of the individuals in a deme playing 'new' is 90% or higher, we say that the new technology has been adopted, technology *τ* + 1 is now the deme's current technology, and we reset the strategies of every individual in the deme to 'old'. The deme has moved one step up the technology ladder.

Deme extinction {#sec006}
---------------

At the end of each generation, with probability *η*, any given deme faces an 'invader'. The invader is another deme chosen at random. If the invader has a lower technology level than the invaded deme, then the invasion is repelled and nothing further happens. If the invader has a higher technology level, then the invader replaces the invaded deme. The invaded deme becomes extinct and is replaced with a replica (types, current payoffs and tech level) of the invader. If the demes have the same technology, then either outcome occurs with probability one half.

This process can represent the possibility of violent conflict between demes, but can equally be considered to model differing extinction and expansion rates of demes with access to different technology. Low technology demes are more likely to go extinct, whereas high technology demes are more likely to grow and fission into two similar demes. Note that the assumption that unsuccessful demes go completely extinct, though common in papers that feature inter-demic selection (see Table S1 of \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref043]\]), can be regarded as unrealistic. The Results section contains a discussion of the robustness of results to a relaxation of this assumption.

Reproduction {#sec007}
------------

Following the extinction stage, each deme reproduces according to a finite population replicator dynamic with mutation rate *μ*, determining the shares of SI types in the next generation. For simplicity, we assume that reproduction is asexual and haploid. Specifically, the fitness of an individual in a given generation is the sum of his payoffs across all periods within that generation. A parent individual in the current generation is chosen to reproduce with probability proportional to his fitness and his offspring inherits the parent's type with probability 1 − *μ*. With probability *μ*, a mutation occurs and the offspring's type differs from that of his parent. *n* offspring are produced independently in this manner and populate the deme for the next generation. Note that as demes comprise finite numbers of individuals, genetic drift will have an effect in demes that contain both SI and N types.

The model was implemented and simulated in the M[atlab]{.smallcaps} programming language and run using one of three versions: R2013b, R2014a or R2014b as the project developed. For further details see [S1 Supporting Information](#pcbi.1004587.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Results {#sec008}
=======

Relative to demes with low numbers of SI types, demes with high numbers of SI types are slow to adopt new technology when *α* ~*τ*~ is low, but fast to adopt new technology when *α* ~*τ*~ is high. The former effect arises because, when *α* ~*τ*~ is low, SI types playing 'new' can coordinate mutually profitable switches back to 'old' even when it would not be profitable for any individual acting alone to make such a switch ([Fig 2b](#pcbi.1004587.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, when *α* ~*τ*~ is high, SI types playing 'old' can coordinate switches to 'new' that would not be profitable for any individual acting alone ([Fig 2c](#pcbi.1004587.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The spread of the 'new' strategy across a deme will usually begin with the emergence of small sets of individuals that are playing 'new' but are surrounded by individuals who play 'old' ([Fig 2a](#pcbi.1004587.g002){ref-type="fig"}). By providing new possibilities for strategic choice, collaboration can destabilize these sets, causing them to contract ([Fig 2b](#pcbi.1004587.g002){ref-type="fig"}) or expand ([Fig 2c](#pcbi.1004587.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Whether it is the former or the latter depends on the relative attractiveness *α* ~*τ*~ of the 'new' strategy (see Section 2.2 in [S1 Supporting Information](#pcbi.1004587.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for worked examples).

![The effect of shared intentionality on technology dynamics.\
Blue-colored vertices represent individuals playing 'new', white vertices represent individuals playing 'old'. Individuals not shown are assumed to be playing 'old'. **a:** In the absence of SI, the only better response for any individual is to retain his current strategy. **b:** For low *α*, coalitions of SI type individuals can coordinate payoff improving switches back to 'old'. **c:** For high *α*, coalitions of SI type individuals can coordinate payoff improving switches to 'new' \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref014]\]. Note that threshold values of *α* depend on graph structure and that different interaction structures can yield different thresholds \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref014], [@pcbi.1004587.ref046]\]. For an example with explicitly calculated thresholds, see Section S2.2.](pcbi.1004587.g002){#pcbi.1004587.g002}

Hence, if *α* ~*τ*~ remains low (conversely, high) over enough generations, then demes with high numbers of SI types will fall behind (conversely, pull ahead) of demes with low numbers of SI types when it comes to technological advancement. When SI-poor demes lead in technology, they will outperform SI-rich demes, and SI will be selected against in the metapopulation. When SI-rich demes lead in technology, the opposite will occur.

When *α* ~*τ*~ is low, mutation and genetic drift eventually cause some demes to have low numbers of SI types. These demes gain a technological advantage over other demes, type N becomes dominant and type SI becomes scarce (Figs [3a](#pcbi.1004587.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#pcbi.1004587.g004){ref-type="fig"}-Phase I). Conversely, when *α* ~*τ*~ is high, mutation, genetic drift, and within deme selection of SI cause some demes to have high numbers of SI types. These demes gain a technological advantage and type SI becomes dominant (Figs [3b](#pcbi.1004587.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#pcbi.1004587.g004){ref-type="fig"}-Phase II). These results hold regardless of the initial proportions of SI and N types in the population. Note that the effect of *α* on the share of SI types is not continuous, but rather involves a phase transition. There exists a threshold below which SI is selected against and above which SI is selected for ([Fig 4](#pcbi.1004587.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Demes with given fraction of SI type individuals and technology level per generation under benchmark conditions.\
**a:** *α* = 1.2, starting from a state in which each individual is SI or N type with equal probability, **b:** *α* = 2.2, starting from a state in which no individuals are SI type. Arrows indicate where demes rich in N and SI types respectively gain a technological advantage.](pcbi.1004587.g003){#pcbi.1004587.g003}

![The dramatic switch to a high SI, high technological change, phase for sufficiently high *α*.\
Starting with each individual equiprobably SI or N type under benchmark conditions, **a:** Mean and standard deviation of fraction of SI type individuals across all 64 demes and 10 replicates during generations 451 to 500, **b:** Average rates of technological change (steps per generation) across all 64 demes and 10 replicates over generations 451 to 500.](pcbi.1004587.g004){#pcbi.1004587.g004}

The speed of technology adoption increases (discontinuously) in *α* ([Fig 4b](#pcbi.1004587.g004){ref-type="fig"}). This would be the case even without the possibility of the sharing of intentions. However, the switch from a conservative effect of SI ([Fig 4](#pcbi.1004587.g004){ref-type="fig"}-Phase I) to a reforming effect of SI ([Fig 4](#pcbi.1004587.g004){ref-type="fig"}-Phase II) also causes an upwards jump in the rate of technology adoption. The combination of these two effects implies that the emergence and persistence of SI should be accompanied by higher rates of techno-cultural accumulation.

These results are robust to a broad range of parameterizations. [Table 2](#pcbi.1004587.t002){ref-type="table"} gives the benchmark parameters that we consider, together with alternative values that we consider in a full factorial robustness check (see Section 5.1 in [S1 Supporting Information](#pcbi.1004587.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Further discussion of, and justification for, the values in [Table 2](#pcbi.1004587.t002){ref-type="table"} is given in [S1 Supporting Information](#pcbi.1004587.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Placebo trials demonstrate that inter-demic selection plays the key role in selection against SI (see Figure G in [S1 Supporting Information](#pcbi.1004587.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Conversely, SI can predominate in the metapopulation even without inter-demic selection, although such selection does strengthen the dominance of SI for high *α* treatments.

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004587.t002

###### Parameter estimates.

Benchmark values are in bold.

![](pcbi.1004587.t002){#pcbi.1004587.t002g}

  **Determinant**                                        **Range**               **Comment/method of estimation**
  ------------------------------------------------ ----- ----------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Number of demes                                  *m*   **64**                  Typical number of languages/dialects in an AIATSIS linguistic zone \[S1\]
  Effective deme size (one-third of census size)   *n*   **32**                  Per previous estimates \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref017], [@pcbi.1004587.ref037]\]
  Average number of neighbors per individual       *d*   4, **6**, 8             Degree of scale-free graph (social network) \[S1\]
  Within-deme fitness benefits of new technology   *α*   1.2--4.0                Depends on technology/norm under consideration
  Periods per generation                           *T*   **2000**                2 updates per week over 20 years
  Maximum coalition size for strategy updating     *k*   **2**, 3, 4             Pairwise updating (benchmark) and small coalitions \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref046]\] \[S1\]
  Mistake rate in strategy updating                *ɛ*   0.025, **0.05**, 0.10   One mistake every 10--40 updates (benchmark 20)
  Mutation rate from SI to N and vice versa        *μ*   **0.001**               For simulation purposes. For lower rates adjust timescales accordingly
  Per generation 'conflict' probability            *η*   0.05, **0.10**, 0.15    Similar to previous estimates \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref017]\] \[S1\]

We further test robustness of results to two other variations. Firstly, we allow migration of individuals between demes (see [S1 Supporting Information](#pcbi.1004587.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Section 5.4). Secondly, we amend the Deme Extinction stage so that the population of an invaded low technology deme is only partially replaced by replica members of an invading high technology deme (see [S1 Supporting Information](#pcbi.1004587.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Section 5.5). Selection both for and against SI is robust to some variation along both of these dimensions. In line with the placebo trials, selection against SI disappears if inter-demic selection is sufficiently weakened (by either migration or partial replacement), but selection for SI is consistently robust.

Discussion {#sec009}
==========

As might be expected, large gains from technological adaptation facilitate the evolution of SI. However, when benefits from new technology are low, collaboration works against a community by slowing its technological advance, even when all members of the community have perfectly aligned interests. Previous literature has discussed how interaction structure can have important implications for cumulative culture \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref037], [@pcbi.1004587.ref044], [@pcbi.1004587.ref045]\]. Our model provides a novel mechanism for this: the social structure within demes combines with the presence or absence of shared intentions and the exogenous technological opportunities of the epoch (*α*) to give varying rates of techno-cultural accumulation. Furthermore, although this study considers the plausible case of scale free social networks \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref036]\], there exist a large range of social structures, both regular and random, for which the 'conservative' and 'reforming' effects of [Fig 2](#pcbi.1004587.g002){ref-type="fig"} are observed \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref014], [@pcbi.1004587.ref046]\].

Thus our model gives a mechanism by which inter-species (e.g. chimp vs. human) differences in benefits from new technologies could lead to diversity in the ability to share intentions. Such differences in the gains from technological advance could arise from physical differences between species, or from differences in environmental variability \[[@pcbi.1004587.ref026], [@pcbi.1004587.ref027]\]. Our results indicate that an extended period of environmental change leading to elevated within-deme fitness benefits from innovation would have sufficed for SI to become widespread.

It has been shown that even when we restrict our attention to coordination games, the evolution of jointly intentional behavior is not guaranteed. For other games, such as prisoner's dilemmas, we conjecture that the conditions for its emergence will be stricter. Further careful consideration should lead to other such hypotheses as well as to interpretations of existing data. The authors suspect that sometimes the theory of collaborative strategic choice will complement theories of altruism, but sometimes it will compete.

Supporting Information {#sec010}
======================

###### Containing detailed discussion, methods, and robustness checks is attached to this submission.

(PDF)
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